NOTES:

1. The Village features a car free main path known as the Stroll, as well as covered arcade routes adjacent and through several buildings. The arcades and building entries are often raised above the Stroll as part of a flood protection plan. Most buildings and arcades have ramp access from the Stroll.

2. The day parking lots and Village areas are separated by a flood protection berm. Stairs and ramps connect the Village to the lots.

3. From Lorimer Road and Blackcomb Way in Village North the paved Valley Trail heads east to Lost Lake Park. Along the way, at Fitzsimmons Creek, an accessible trail offers an appealing forest and wetland experience. The trail is level, wide, well compacted, has good sightlines and less than 5% slopes. Like most trails in Whistler, it is shared with pedestrians, cyclists and wildlife.

Note: principal building entries are shown; other entries, including entries to shops and cafes, are not shown. Slope numbers should be considered accurate plus or minus 1-2%.

WHISTLER’S PATH TOWARDS ACCESSIBILITY AND INCLUSION

Whistler is on a journey to sustainability. Our Whistler2020 vision – “To be the premier mountain resort community – as we move toward sustainability” – drives our accessibility actions.

As one of the results of preparing for the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games, the Resort Municipality of Whistler adopted the Measuring Up program and began the process of developing an accessibility strategy that encompasses much more than a focus on just physical change to the environment, but also on inclusion.

www.whistler.ca/accessibility - For the most up to date information in accessibility and inclusion in Whistler.

These other websites and service providers are independent organizations from the Resort Municipality of Whistler.


www.whistlerblackcomb.com - WhistlerBlackcomb.com is the official ski resort website for Whistler Blackcomb. All information pertaining to accessibility of facilities and skiing/riding Whistler Blackcomb can be found by clicking on Accessibility, which is found on the bottom banner of every page.

www.whistleradaptive.com - the Whistler Adaptive Sports Program is a not-for-profit society that provides year-around, recreational programs for people of all ages with disabilities.


Convenient Pay By Phone Option Available In Day Lots

Here’s how it works...

1. Call 604-905-5559
2. Enter Location # 4055
3. Enter Parking Time